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ABSTRACT

The recognition processes is among  the many intelligent activities of the human brain system .Arabic
characters recognition has not received enough interests by the researches. Little research progress has been
achieved comparing to what has been with Latin and Chinese. The cursive nature of the Arabic characters
makes it more difficult to achieve a high accuracy in character recognition since even printed Arabic characters
are in cursive form.  This paper is concerned with the recognition of isolated Arabic characters in different sizes
according to their features using genetic algorithm to satisfy a successful recognition operation. The unknown
character is read from a  file and many operations will perform on it to manipulate it and extract its features,
to compare these features with saved template's features The ratio of successful was over 95%.The proposed
model has been implemented and tested on Delphi 6 under window environment.

Key words: recognition processes, Arabic characters recognition, isolated Arabic characters, genetic algorithm,
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Introduction

Recognition is regarded as a basis attribute of human beings, as well as other living organisms. A pattern
of an object. We are performing acts of recognition every instants of our life. We recognize the objects around
us, and move and act in relation to them. We can recognize the voice of known person; read handwriting and
analyze fingerprints and distinguish between a happy face and an angry face. A human being is a very
sophisticated information system, partly because he/she possesses a superior pattern recognition capability
(Amine, 1997). Many definitions of pattern recognition have been proposed, pattern recognition can be defined
as a process, which leads to a decision. The quality of this decision can only be measured by statistic relating
to the number of "good" and "bad" classifications. Also pattern recognition can be defined as an area of science
concerned with discriminating objects on the basis of information available about them. Each distinct of
information about objects is called a feature. The problem of pattern recognition may regarded as one of
discriminating the input data, not between individual patterns but between populations, via the search for
features or invariant attributes among members of a population (Amine, 2000). Recognition methods can be
roughly classified into three major groups: statistical, structural and syntactical ,and neural network methods.
Sometimes different methods are combined for example simple methods are used for pre-classification and final
decision is made with more sophisticated methods the recognition procedure is basically very simple: after
preprocessing some features are extracted from the unknown character, which is then classified to the class
whose members have the most similar features (Schamidt, 1997).

The character recognition problem has been approached in many ways and various recognition methods
have been suggested. Some of the methods have been especially developed for the character recognition but
most of them are borrowed  from other fields of pattern recognition, signal processing and image  analysis the
recognition of a machine-printed characters and handwritten characters are the first practical application in the
field of pattern recognition (Sturat. 2003; Shyu, 1998). Character recognition system can contribute tremendously
to the advancement of the automation process and can improve the interaction between man machine in many
application , including office automation ,check verification and large variety of banking ,business and data entry
applications (Phili Kohn, 1994). The character recognition is often called "optical characters that are
magnetically (G. Mostafa, 2004).
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II. Characteristics of Arabic Characters:

Arabic language is one of the most ancient languages and spoken by many people in areas around the
globe. Text written or words used more than 1000 years ago are still being used and understood by school boys
around the Arab world. Arabic presents some specific characteristics that are worth noting for the English reader
(Table(1))

Table 1: Basic Isolated Arabic Characters

C Arabic is written from right to left. 
C It is composed of 28 characters.
C The characters change shape depending on their position in a word.
C They can be grouped in 100 character shapes.
C They present a lot of similarities and composed of many.
C loops and cusps.
C Characters are connected even when typed or printed.
C Two kinds of spaces, between words and within a word introduced by Characters that have no middle shape

MF.
C The characters are written following a writing line called herein “baseline”, which is about 2/3 down the

main body of the characters.
C The characters are written following a writing line called herein “baseline”, which is about 2/3 down the

main body of the characters.
Table (2) below shows the complete set of the Arabic Alphabet. Characters in their different shapes: when

a character is being isolated or forms (IF), at the beginning of a word or (BF), in the middle of a word or (MF),
and at the end of a word or (EF) (Zidouril, 2002).

These characteristics will be presented from character recognition  point of view (Zeki, 1996).
1. Arabic is written from right to left in both printed and  handwritten forms .
2. The shape of the character varies according to its position in the word (table3 ).Each character has either

two or four different forms. Off course this will increase the number of classes to be recognized from 28
to 100. 

3. Arabic is always written cursively. Words are separated by spaces.
4. There are 6 characters can be connected only from the right, these are: و  ز, ر, ذ , د, ا  and these six

characters (و , ز , ر , ذ , د , ا),if appeared in a word, will cause the word to be divided into blocks of
connected components called  sub words. Thus a Word can have one or more sub words Sub words are
also separated by spaces, but usually shorter than the one between words. 

5. Character width and character height differ from one character to another in addition to that, the width and
height  vary across the different shapes of the same character in different position in the word.

6. Fifteen characters have dots associated with the character, they can be above or below the primary part and
some characters share the same primary part (Kanungo, 1999) and distinguished from each other by  the
secondary part  (the dots), (Table (3)):

7. Alif-Maqsora (ى), shares the same primary part of character ي but without dots. This character appears only
at the end of the word.

8. Hamza (ء)  is not really a letter, it is a  complementary shape appears  in the following cases:
C Always: with character ك in the separated or final forms. Here it is used to distinguish it from letter ل .
C Separated: May appear at the beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word. This is the only case in

which the character can’t be connected from both sides.
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C Occasionally: to indicate a pause (short stop) in the pronunciation of the vowel. In most instances you will
see it with a "hamza carrier", that is either و , ا or ي with features of the character which stored in four 3*3
arrays into vector unn a hamza floating above or bellow one of them. 

Table 2: Arabic Alphabet in their different shapes.

9. Some characters contain closed loop(Table3) loop is an important Feature to describe a character. Character
o contain two loops. The  open portion of characters  ،ج and  خ sometimes if written by hand is closed to
form a triangle. The loop of character م، و and ع  sometime  becomes too small that the internal opening
part is  disappeared.

Table 3: The shapes of rabic characters in different positions.
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III. Arabic Character Recognition:

Arabic characters are used in several languages, like Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Jawi and Pishtu, , in addition
to that, all Muslims  can  read Arabic because it is the language of Al-Quran,the holy book of Muslims. 

Even though, Arabic character recognition has not received enough interests by the researchers. Little
research progress has been achieved comparing to the one done on the Latin and Chinese. The solutions
available in the market are still far from being perfect (Sturat, 2003). There are few reasons led to this result.
Among them are the lack of adequate support in terms of funding, unavailability of sources such as (Amine,
1997). Many people are doing research on this topic here and there all over the world are available. Finally,
no specialized conference or symposium has been conducted so far. More important is the cursive nature of
Arabic writing which doesn’t allow direct application of many of Arabic writing which doesn’t allow direct
application of many (T. Kanungo, 1999) algorithms designed for other languages. 

IV.Genetic Algorithms:

Genetic algorithms are a stochastic search algorithm, which uses probability to  guide the search. It was
first suggested by John Halland in the seventies. Over the   last twenty years, it has been used to solve a wide
range of search, optimization, (Franti, 1997) and machine learning. Genetic algorithms are a class of parallel
adaptive search  algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetic system,  it can find
the near global optimal solution in a large solution space  quickly. It has been used extensively in many
application areas, such as image  processing, pattern recognition, feature selection, and machine learning
(Jasradj, 2001). It is a powerful search technique that mimics natural selection and genetic operators. Its power
comes from its ability to combine good pieces from different solutions and assemble them into a single super
solution (Franti, 1997) genetic algorithms are initial population of solution called individuals is (randomly)
generated, the solutions are evaluated (Roger, 1993). The algorithm creates new generations of population by
genetic  operations, such as reproduction, crossover and mutation. The next generation consists of the possible
survivors (i.e. the best individuals of the previous generation)and of the new individuals obtained from the
previous population by the genetic operations (G. Mostafa, 2004).

The algorithm (pseudo code) of the simple Gas in Figure (1) illustrates the main steps that should be
performed to produce the required solution (Koray Korkut, 2004; Nihad, 1996; Rasheed, 2000).

Fig. 1: The simple Gas Algorithm.
 
V. Proposed Model:

We will describe the techniques we have adopted for the character recognition as shown in Figure(2) ,the
proposed model: consist of two segments:
(1) Process the character before recognize: This doThrough several procedures as follow:
C Procedure that takes the unknown letter, return it without empty rows and columns in an array b.
C  Procedure isolate the unknown character in array b from points if found, return the result in array c.
C Procedure takes array c and extract the result in four 3*3 arrays, the last procedure in this group translate

the features of the character which stored in four 3*3 arrays into vector unn 
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Fig. 2: The proposed model.

Finally this vector is used in the search operations and calculates fitness.
(2) Recognition: it represents the genetic algorithm operation such as reproduction, crossover, mutation and

replacement. This can be discussed as follows:
C Initialize create an initial population made of 50 individuals each one is length36 gene randomly and the

procedure  goes as follows:
(1) min=0: max=1
(2) for i=1 to 50
(3) for j=1 to 36
(4) create random 1's and 0's put  it in ch variable
(5) pop. Individuals[i].genome[j]=ch
(6) end for
(7) end for
C  Evaluate: calculate the fitness of each individuals in the population according to the differences between

them and the vector unn.
C Choice parents : select 16 individuals that have fitness between 15-20 randomly from the population.
C Cross2x: perform 2-piont crossover (2x) on the parents to create new individuals, and the procedure goes

as follow: 
(1) for i=1 to 16
(2) for j=1 to 15
(3) rund is a random number between 1 and 36
(4) if pop. Parent[i].genome [rund]=1 then     pop. parent[i].genome[rund]=0 else pop.parent[i].genome [rund]=1
(5) end for
(6) end for
(7) for j=1 to 16 
(8) pop. parent[j].fitness=0;
(9) end for
C Replacement : it take five element randomly from the population, choose worst one and then replace it with

a new individuals, the algorithm goes  on:
(1) for i=1 to 16 
(2) for j=1 to 5
(3) no[j]=random(50){ no is an array contain five random individuals from the population}
(4) choose the worst element which have highest fitness between the five individuals
(5) replace it with a new element from parents 
(6) end for
(7) end for
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C Checkstop : stop the system if best solution found which it's fitness should be less than 3 or the generation
no. is more than 500.

C Isolated (IF).
C Beginning (BF).
C Middle (MF).
C End (EF) of a word.

Result and Discussion

We applied the procedures of the proposed model on the arabic characters with different sizes  the results
are as follows when we run them will be as shown in Figure (3). To load the unknown character two choices
are appear first choice load the letter ,second choice  exit when we want to quit from the proposed model .Now
when we click on the load the letter bottom, a window will appear as shown in Figure (4) contain many choices
represented the files of stored Arabic characters. 

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4:

Then we choose one file from  the files where the arabic characters are stored which represent the unknown
character. Then we click the choice unknown to load unknown character a window will appear as shown in
Figure(5).
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Fig. 5:

When we click on the open bottom the procedures will perform, the Arabic character is stored in 50 rows
and 50  column. The features will extracted from it, the genetic algorithm operations will be perform on the
Arabic character. The result after recognition will be as follows in Figure (6).

Fig. 6:

The proposed model recognize the characters as albaa,sheen, alaph ,show their pictures, in Figure(6),
Figure(7), Figure(8) the solution found after no. of generation shown in the Figures as the (the solution found
at population no.) text box and the feature of the characters represent (the character feature's vector ) textbox,
the speed of the proposed model is very high, when we enter five different size of letters for example
albaa,sheen,alaph the proposed model  recognize them all as albaa,sheen, alaph and the ratio of recognition is
over 97%.
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Fig. 7:

Fig. 8:
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